Major depression in Parkinson’s disease and the mood response to intravenous methylphenidate: possible role of the “hedonic” dopamine synapse
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SUMMARY The euphoric response to equivalent doses of intravenous methylphenidate (MTP) was assessed in a group of 13 Parkinsonian patients affected by major depression, in a group of 11 nondepressed Parkinsonians, in a group of 14 nonparkinsonian subjects suffering from major depression, and finally in a group of 12 controls with no CNS or psychiatric disease. Subjects of all four groups were matched for age, sex and other main characteristics. Depressed and nondepressed Parkinsonians were also matched for duration and severity of illness, and for the type of antiparkinsonian treatment. The response to MTP was evaluated in the context of a double-blind, placebo-controlled study. Parkinsonian patients with major depression exhibited a significant lack of sensitivity to the euphoriant effects of MTP, in comparison with the other three groups. Euphoria produced by central stimulants has been shown to depend on the activity of a dopamine synapse in humans, which is thought to be situated at the limbic terminals of dopamine neurons located in the ventral tegmental area. Degeneration of this system may have predisposed our Parkinsonian patients to major depression.

Many investigators have been intrigued by the possibility that there are specific aetiological mechanisms of depression in Parkinson’s disease. Gotham et al have discussed the inconsistencies of most of their results. Since Parkinsonians suffer from a chronic disability, they are unquestionably prone to “reactive” depression. However, most authors,2-5 though not Horn6 and Gotham et al7 reached the conclusion that adverse mood changes are more frequent among Parkinsonians than among other, equally disabled, patients. This, and the fact that depression often antedates the cardinal features of Parkinson’s disease7-10 cannot be immediately reconciled with a merely reactive aetiology. If the depression were purely reactive, a direct correlation between disease duration or severity and degree of depression should be found. Warburton,2 Celesia and Wanamaker,7 Marsh and Markham11 and Mayeux et al12 found none and Mayeux et al,13 as well as Gotham et al,1 found only a weak correlation. Thus other factors, including personal and social features, must contribute to Parkinson’s disease depression.1 Several authors5911 have wondered whether some pathological features of the Parkinsonian brain may interact with reactive determinants in the emergence of depression. Post-mortem studies12 have shown that the metabolism of many transmitters and modulators classically implicated in affective behaviour is deranged in Parkinson’s disease. Moreover, there is growing evidence that depressed Parkinsonians may have a decreased cerebrospinal fluid 5-hydroxyindoleacetic acid level14,15 which is thought to indicate impairment of the central serotonin metabolism. It may be remembered that Fibiger16 focused on the hypothesis that Parkinson’s disease depression might correlate with anatomofunctional derangement of the dopaminergic fibres that arise from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) of the mesencephalon, and are usually referred to simplistically as the “mesolimbic dopamine system”. One of their most characteristic features is their crucial importance in the reward effect produced by amphetamine self-administration or other procedures in various animal species.14 In humans too dopamine circuitry
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has been shown to be essential to the production of stimulant-mediated euphoria.15-19

In a recent study of mood fluctuations associated with “end-of-dose deterioration” in Parkinson’s disease,5 we concluded that central dopaminergic deficiency, possibly at non-nigrostriatal sites, very probably played a predisposing or contributory role in our patients’ depression. Discussing their experiments on short-term memory in depressed patients with Parkinson’s disease, Taylor et al.20 concluded that deranged dopaminergic innervation of the prefrontal cortex may have predisposed their subjects to the depressive features that emerged during testing.

These considerations combined to provide us with our working hypothesis: if, in a given Parkinsonian patient, major depressive mood changes are somehow related to impaired function of VTA-derived dopamine fibres, his response to the euphoriant effect of a standard dose of a central stimulant may be expected to be diminished or suppressed. Depression per se may alter the mood response to central sympathomimetics,21 which anyway shows some variability in the normal population.21 We assessed behavioural changes associated with the intravenous injection of an amphetamine-like compound, namely methylphenidate, in a group of Parkinsonian patients with major depression in the context of a double-blind and placebo-controlled study. We then contrasted the results with those obtained in a group of Parkinsonian subjects without depression, in a group of nonparkinsonian subjects suffering from major depression and finally in a group of controls without CNS or psychiatric disease.

Subjects and methods

Parkinson’s disease patients Twenty-four patients with idiopathic Parkinson’s disease attending the Parkinson’s disease Centre of our Institute were selected for the study: 14 males and 10 females, aged from 40 to 65 years (mean = 56.1; SD = 7.3).

Criteria for selection were: (a) absence of signs or symptoms of ischemic brain damage on neurological examination and CT of the head; (b) Hachinski Ischemic Score22 below 4 and Mini-mental state23 score above 24; (c) no family history of endogenous (major) depression; (d) absence of sudden motor fluctuations; (e) duration of illness ranging from 1 to 5 years; (f) presence of moderate-to-severe akinetic symptoms on the Columbia University Rating Scale (CURS).24 The last two criteria were adopted to ensure a comparable degree of nigro-striatal dopamine loss.24 Of the 24 Parkinson’s disease patients, 13 were selected for the presence of major depression, according to DSM III criteria.25 Depression in the Parkinson’s disease as well as in the other groups was also evaluated by means of the Beck Depression Inventory, the use of which in the assessment of these patients has now been widely and authoritatively accepted.18 10 11 12 26 As in previous studies,16 26 we used a shortened form of this scale, which omitted some items unduly affected by Parkinsonian motor features (sBDI). Depressed Parkinsonians were also assessed for the “anhedonic” presentation of their depression by means of the method described by Fawcett et al.21 Patients with motor fluctuations due to long-term levodopa treatment were assessed on the psychiatric and Parkinsonian scales during their “on” period. On the DSM III and sBDI criteria, 11 Parkinsonians were in turn classified as free from depression. The main characteristics of depressed and nondepressed patients with Parkinson’s disease are summarised in table 1.

Table 1 Some characteristics of patients and controls

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean age (yr) (SD)</th>
<th>Sex F</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>sBDI (SD)</th>
<th>Anhedonic* patients (%)</th>
<th>CURS</th>
<th>Duration of illness (SD)</th>
<th>Education (yr (SD))</th>
<th>Miniminal state</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depressed Parkinsonians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n = 13)</td>
<td>57.1 (6.4)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28.2 (5.9)</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>34.7 (12)</td>
<td>4.1 (1.2)</td>
<td>10.1 (4.9)</td>
<td>27.9 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nondepressed Parkinsonians</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n = 11)</td>
<td>55.9 (7.0)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.3 (1.9)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>33.3 (11)</td>
<td>4.5 (1.5)</td>
<td>12.8 (6.2)</td>
<td>27.2 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with major depression (n = 14)</td>
<td>59.0 (5.6)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25.7 (6.3)</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>5.9 (3.7)</td>
<td>13.7 (6.8)</td>
<td>28.1 (2.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls (n = 12)</td>
<td>61.2 (8.1)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.3 (1.8)</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>6.0 (2.6)</td>
<td>13.1 (7.0)</td>
<td>28.6 (2.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

sBDI: score on the shortened form of the Beck Depression Inventory27 (mean value (SD)).
CURS: score on the Columbia University Rating Scale24 (mean value (SD)).
Miniminal state: score on the Miniminal state23 (mean value (SD)).
*As assessed by the method proposed by Fawcett and Clark.21
anhedonic component of their depression. Since they were referred because of a very recent recurrence of their depressive symptoms, most of these patients were not being given a standard antidepressive treatment. Two of them were receiving 75–100 mg of clomipramine, and four were taking lithium salts. These drugs were discontinued at least two weeks before the experimental procedure.

**Controls** Twelve subjects, matched for age, sex and years of education with the previous two groups (table 1), were selected from those routinely admitted to our department for lumbar disk pathology (n = 10) or cervical spondylosis (n = 2). Criteria of exclusion were: (a) family or personal history of major depression; (b) history of alcohol or drug abuse; (c) Hachinski Ischemic Score above 4 and Minimal state score below 24; (d) signs of organic brain damage on CT of the head. As usual, they were studied by means of the SBDI and the DSM III criteria. None of these subjects was being treated with psychotropic drugs.

**Methylphenidate trial** As injectable amphetamine preparations are not available in our country for human use, we carried out our behavioural study with methylphenidate (MTP). The pharmacological properties of this drug are very subtly different from those of amphetamines, but MTP undoubtedly produces euphoriant effects, which are far more evident when the intravenous route is used, and are selectively suppressed by dopamine receptor blockers. The subjects of all four groups were admitted to our department, where cardiological examination and ECG were done. Subjects at risk for arrhythmias or other cardiovascular disease were excluded. Participants were told they would be given a drug that "in many of them would produce mood amelioration and increased activity". Experimental methods and possible (though unlikely) hazards were also explained. After consent was obtained, all the subjects received, according to a randomised sequence, an intravenous injection of either methylphenidate (0.4 mg/kg) or placebo (saline) in a double-blind, single-crossover trial. The two infusions were separated by at least three days, and were performed fairly slowly (3 min). MTP was diluted in 20-ml saline. Arterial blood pressure and heart rate were monitored throughout the experiments. During the 2 hours following injections, changes in the psychic status were evaluated by means of an Italian translation of a self-rating scale which was validated by Van Kammern and Murphy to measure amphetamine responses over a 0–5 point range (Appendix). This scale included items covering psychic activation, euphoria, depressed effect, dysphoria and somatic side effects. Patients and controls, lying comfortably in a quiet room, were asked to complete the scale at time 0 (that is before injections) and then 5, 15, 30, 60 and 120 minutes later, while the same "blind" neurologist (RC) observed their behaviour. Subjects were allowed to ask the observer for any explanations about the scale items or other details of the experiment. At the end of each session, the observer provided a global judgment of the patients' behavioural changes, according to the method proposed by Wald et al.8; marked pressure of speech and verbalised feelings of euphoria and obvious physical hyperactivity were rated 4 points; moderate pressure of speech, verbalised euphoria and some increased motor activity were rated 3 points; moderate pressure of speech, some positive affective changes and increase in sexual and/or aggressive speech contents were rated 2 points; mild increase in flow of speech was rated 1 point. Finally, no changes or adverse changes were rated 0.

**Effects of methylphenidate on Parkinsonian symptoms** Since MTP has been reported to influence some of the cardinal features of Parkinson's disease, depressed and nondepressed Parkinsonian patients were also rated on the CURS26 by the "blind" observer before the injection of either methylphenidate or placebo, as well as 20 and 60 minutes later.

**Data analysis** After preliminary analysis avoided contamination and to simplify data handling, scores obtained on the "euphoria" and the "activation" items were summed up for each subject and each experimental session. An "activation plus euphoria" (AE) total score was thus calculated for time 0 (baseline assessment) and subsequent times of self-rating. In the same way, a "depressed affect plus dysphoria" (DD) and a "somatic symptoms" (SS) total score were obtained. The mean values for the AE, DD and SS total scores throughout both the MTP and the placebo experiments were then calculated in each of the four groups. The significance of the mean differences between baseline values and subsequent ones in the same trial was evaluated by means of a two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. This was also used to test the significance of the mean within-group differences in the AE, DD and SS total scores between the methylphenidate and the placebo experiment. The (methylphenidate-placebo) mean difference in the total scores in each of the four groups was then contrasted with that of the remaining three by means of a two-tailed Wilcoxon Rank Sum test.

In each of the four groups and for both the MTP and the placebo sessions, the mean values of the observer's global judgement score were also calculated, and the significance of their difference was evaluated by means of a two-tailed Wilcoxon Signed Rank test. The (MTP-placebo) mean difference in the observer's score in each of the four groups was then contrasted with that of the remaining three by means of a two-tailed Wilcoxon Rank Sum test.

A direct inter-group comparison for the variables mentioned above and their differences was subsequently performed by means of repeated measures analysis of variance.

Individuals were rated "positive responders" to an injection if they showed an increase in their AE total score and/or a decrease in their DD total score by at least 100% throughout the experiments. The proportion of positive responders in the four groups was compared by means of a chi-square test.

Within-group correlations and the test-retest reliability of the self-rating scale adopted in the two sessions were calculated by means of a two-tailed Spearman Rank correlation test.

**Results**

**Mood response to methylphenidate** The test-retest reliability (Spearman Rank Correlation test) of the self-rating scale used in the methylphenidate and the placebo sessions, with reference to the baseline assessment, was 0.86 in the nondepressed Parkinsonian group, 0.83 in the depressed Parkinsonians, 0.79 in the group of patients with major depression and 0.78 in controls. Since analysis of the changes in the somatic
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symptoms elicited nothing of interest in any of the four groups, this topic will not be discussed further.

The figure (A) shows the mean changes in the “activation plus euphoria” (AE) and “depressed affect plus dysphoria” (DD) total scores in the nondepressed Parkinsonian group following methylphenidate and placebo injections. On average, these patients showed a clear and significant mood amelioration in response to the active drug, but not to placebo. The response began within 5 minutes of MTP injection, and reached its peak 15 to 30 minutes later, tending to disappear within two hours.

The baseline DD total score was clearly higher in the depressed Parkinsonians than in the previous group, whereas the AE total score was markedly lower (fig. B). Depressive feelings in this group showed a very slight tendency to decrease after the methylphenidate injection, though not significantly, even in comparison with placebo effects. Conversely, the initially low AE total score was not significantly elevated (fig. B).

![Fig](http://jnnp.bmj.com/)

**Fig.** Average changes of the psychic status, assessed by means of the self-rating scale reported in the Appendix, in the four groups throughout the methylphenidate (striped columns) and the placebo (white columns) experiments. (A) Non depressed Parkinsonians. There is a clear response to the intravenous injection of methylphenidate (MTP), expressed by decrease of the DD and increase of the AE indexes. For the DD total score, the MTP-associated change is statistically significant (p < 0.01, Wilcoxon Signed Rank test) both in comparison with baseline and with placebo values 15, 30 and 60 minutes after the injection. For the AE total score, the change is already significant (p < 0.05) 5 minutes after the injection, while it becomes more significant (p < 0.01) subsequently (15, 30 and 60 minutes after the injection). (B) Parkinsonian patients with major depression. No significant change is detected in the DD or in the E total score throughout the MTP experiment, both in comparison with baseline and with placebo values. (C) Patients with major depression but without Parkinson's disease. A significant (p < 0.01, Wilcoxon Signed Rank test) decrease in the DD total score and a parallel increase in the AE total score (p < 0.01, Wilcoxon Signed Rank test) is detected 15 and 30 minutes after the injection of methylphenidate, both in comparison with baseline and with placebo values. For both indexes, the change is still significant (p < 0.05) 60 minutes after the injection. (D) Control group. A paradoxical increase in the DD total score is detected 30 minutes after the injection of placebo (p < 0.05). The DD and the AE total scores show significant specular changes (p < 0.01, Wilcoxon Signed Rank test) both in comparison with baseline and with placebo values 15 and 30 minutes after the methylphenidate injection. The change is still significant 60 minutes after the injection, though to a lesser degree (p < 0.05, Wilcoxon Signed Rank test). x axis: time expressed as minutes; y axis: mean depression plus dysphoria (DD) and activation plus euphoria (AE) total scores on the self-rating scale, obtained as explained in the text. Note: analysis of variance studies confirmed the levels of significance reported above.
Patients with major depression but without Parkinson’s disease (fig, C) had baseline AE and DD total scores similar to depressed Parkinsonians. As a group, they showed significant relief of depressive symptoms when given methylphenidate but not placebo. This emerges from the clear decrease in the DD total score and the detectable increase in the AE score. The time course of the response resembled that of nondepressed Parkinsonians.

The control group (fig, 4) likewise presented significant euphoria and activation in response to methylphenidate, expressed by decrease of the DD and increase of the AE total scores. Placebo had no significant effect. The time course of the drug effect was again similar to that of nondepressed Parkinsonians.

An inter-group comparison shows that the absolute (methylphenidate-placebo) difference in the DD and the AE total scores was lower in the depressed PD group than in the other three (p < 0.01), 30 (p < 0.001) and 60 (p < 0.005) minutes after the MTP injection.

As far as the observer’s global judgment score is concerned (table 2), the mean (methylphenidate-placebo) difference in the nondepressed parkinsonian and in the control group is significant (p < 0.01). It is also significant, though to a lesser degree, in the group of patients with major depression but without Parkinson’s disease (p < 0.05), whereas this is not the case for depressed Parkinsonians. In an inter-group comparison, the (methylphenidate-placebo) mean difference in the depressed Parkinsonian group is significantly lower than in any other group (p < 0.05).

The percentage of positive responders (as previously defined) to methylphenidate injections was 73% in the nondepressed Parkinsonians, 15% in the depressed Parkinsonians, 50% in the nonparkinsonian depressed group and 67% in controls. On analysis, a chi-square value of 9.92 (p < 0.05) is obtained, the main contribution to which (5.54) comes from the depressed Parkinsonian group. The distribution of positive responders thus differs significantly in the four groups, owing to the exceedingly low proportion found among depressed Parkinsonians.

Detailed correlation studies were carried out in each of the four groups for the main variables.

The only significant correlation (r = +0.68; p < 0.01) was a positive one, which was calculated between the sBDI score and the DD total score 30 minutes after the injection of methylphenidate in the depressed Parkinsonian group. We shall therefore not tabulate the rest of the data.

Effects of methylphenidate on Parkinsonian symptoms
Methylphenidate was found to influence Parkinsonian motor signs in a variable fashion: 15 individuals obtained good relief of rigidity and akinesia (by 50% or more on their CURS score), while the remaining nine did not. Improvement was found in seven of 11 of the nondepressed and in eight of 13 of the depressed Parkinsonian patients. Tremor showed a uniform tendency to a reversible worsening. We also observed that patients suffering from primary sensory symptoms unexpectedly benefited from the administration of methylphenidate, and this will be reported elsewhere.14

The two depressed patients who were classified as “positive responders” to methylphenidate experienced a striking global improvement of motor disability, which was quite severe because of levodopa withdrawal (see Methods). Some 15 minutes after the MTP injection they were able to rise promptly from their bed, walk around in the ward corridor and speak in a very clearly intelligible voice. This was preceded and accompanied by a very pronounced mood amelioration, with intense feelings of euphoria and a tendency to hyperactivity. Both subjects spontaneously reported the drug had reproduced that total reversal of disability they sometimes experienced when influenced by specific (pleasurable) emotional situations. This phenomenon resembled “kinesia paradoxica”, recognised by Marsden and Parkes,35 and was never experienced by any of the remaining 22 Parkinsonian patients.

Discussion
The intravenous injection of small-to-medium doses of central sympathomimetics, such as methylphenidate, is followed in most normal subjects by a characteristic syndrome: feelings of euphoria and well-being, psychic activation, talkativeness and a general increase in locomotor activity.21 Such effects can be

Table 2  Observer’s global judgment score.* (0–4 scale; mean value (SD))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Methylphenidate</th>
<th>Placebo</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Depressed Parkinsonians</td>
<td>0.8 (0.9)</td>
<td>0.1 (0.3)</td>
<td>0.7 (0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nondepressed Parkinsonians</td>
<td>2.9 (0.8)</td>
<td>0.2 (0.5)</td>
<td>2.7 (0.7)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patients with major depression</td>
<td>1.6 (1.5)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.5)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.9)*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controls (n = 12)</td>
<td>3.1 (1.0)</td>
<td>0.4 (0.6)</td>
<td>2.7 (0.9)*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

†p < 0.05 on the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test.
‡p < 0.01 on the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test.
The score was attributed according to the method of Wald et al (1978) (see text).
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appreciated by means of purposely-developed and formally validated self-rating scales.\textsuperscript{17,21} Owing to euphoria, the vast majority of the subjects are immediately able to distinguish intravenous central stimulants from placebos;\textsuperscript{26} hence the potentiality for abuse, which has been recognised also for methylphenidate\textsuperscript{27} and is an obvious proof of its rewarding effect.

Our controlled methylphenidate trials showed that the group of Parkinsonian patients with major depression was significantly less able to distinguish the active drug from placebo than nondepressed Parkinsonians, than nonparkinsonians suffering from major depression and than controls without CNS or psychiatric disease. At variance with the other three groups, in Parkinsonian patients with major depression MTP substantially failed to produce any average mood change towards a euthymic or a euphoric state. This lack of response emerged not only from the self-ratings, but also from the "blind" observers' ratings and from the percentage of "positive responders". Different mood response to MTP in the two Parkinsonian groups could not be ascribed to any difference in the baseline disability or in the motor response, since these were quite similar. Moreover, the more depressed Parkinsonian patients, the poorer was their mood response to the active drug, a correlation that was not found among nonparkinsonian depressed patients. Mood response to methylphenidate in our "normal" control group closely resembled that found by previous authors.\textsuperscript{21} The percentage of non-parkinsonian subjects with major depression who showed significantly mood amelioration on methylphenidate is also similar to that found by previous investigators.\textsuperscript{20}

For a standard dose of 20–30 mg, about one in two of these patients will exhibit a positive mood swing. None of the variables measured in this group correlated significantly with response quality. The significant difference in the response observed between depressed patients with and without Parkinson's disease suggests that the pathophysiological processes underlying mood changes may somehow be different in the two groups. Indeed, this view is supported by the much higher percentage of "anhedonic" patients in the depressed Parkinsonian group, as evaluated by the method of Fawcett et al.\textsuperscript{17} To our surprise, nondepressed Parkinsonians were the group that showed the highest ratio of positive responders to methylphenidate injections. When a comparison with controls was made, however, the difference did not reach statistical significance.

Previous studies with central stimulants in endogenous depression paid little attention to possible pathophysiological implications resulting from the drug mechanism of action.\textsuperscript{20,21} The neuropsych effects of stimulants are commonly explained in terms of their action on all three monoaminergic systems in the brain.\textsuperscript{32} However, it has been repeatedly demonstrated that the ability of these compounds to produce euphoria or pleasure is a specific dopamine-dependent function in humans, since it is selectively abolished by dopamine receptor blockers.\textsuperscript{18} Animal data indicate the ventral tegmental area in the mesencephalon (VTA), a dopamine-neuron containing region, as the structure whose integrity is necessary for the production of the reward reaction in self-stimulation experiments.\textsuperscript{33} Dopamine projections from this area to the nucleus accumbens are of crucial importance to the reward effect produced by the intravenous self-administration of amphetamines.\textsuperscript{40} Dopaminergic fibres that arise from the VTA have a wide distribution in the mammalian telenkhephalon\textsuperscript{41}: one group reaches the prefrontal cortex, while others are directed to the ventral striatum (where the nucleus accumbens is situated), the piriform and the entorhinal cortex, the olfactory bulb, and the amygdaloid and the septal nuclei. Positron emission tomography studies of patients with depression have associated a euthymic response to methylphenidate with changes in the metabolism of a wide cortical area in the frontal and temporal lobe.\textsuperscript{33} Thus, we have no direct information about which subgroup of mesocorticolimbic dopamine fibres might mediate the euphoric response to sympathomimetics in man. The fact remains that the ventral tegmental area is the region where a dopaminergic projection arises, which possesses specific reward- or pleasure-related functions, and is sensitive to central stimulants. Cell-count investigation have shown that this nucleus is affected—to a variable degree—in Parkinson's disease,\textsuperscript{42} a finding that confirmed earlier biochemical evidence.\textsuperscript{43} The inability to experience reward or pleasure ("anhedonia") is thought to be a marker for a subgroup of "organically-based" depression states.\textsuperscript{44} Accordingly, we confined our study to patients with rather severe and persisting depression, in the belief they were more appropriate for investigation of a biologically-based illness than those with obvious reactive or transient adverse mood changes.

CNS effects of central stimulants are diminished or abolished if monoamine stores are depleted.\textsuperscript{32} Thus, the evident lack of euphoric response to methylphenidate seems to confirm the postulated derangement of the reward-related dopamine synapse in our Parkinsonian patients with major depression. This view is further supported by the anhedonic nature of their depressive symptoms. Subjects with a low "hedonic capacity" are less able to buffer affectively painful events with pleasurable activities, and thus become more vulnerable to depression.\textsuperscript{45} This model seems plausible for our patients, faced with the chronic disability of Parkinson's disease. We interpret our data as an evidence for the view that, in a subgroup of
severely depressed Parkinsonians, biological factors, namely derangement of the hedonic dopamine circuitry, may interact with reactive ones in the pathogenesis of depression. Obviously, this conclusion is not to be extended to all subtypes of Parkinsonian depression. Moreover, given the complexity of the human "rewarding" system, the possible contribution of other transmitters and/or modulators must be taken into account.

The motor effects of methylphenidate also deserve comment. In their pilot study, Halliday and Nathan reported that rigidity and akinesia, but not tremor, were very often relieved by the intravenous injection of the drug, which also produced marked euphoria in half of their subjects. Not only did we confirm these findings, but we were also much impressed by the fact that methylphenidate produced a motor change virtually identical to "kinesia paradoxica" in two of our depressed Parkinsonian patients, whose motor performance on acute methylphenidate was much better than on adjusted levodopa doses. Moreover, the latter were never associated with a euphoric mood change as pronounced as that induced by methylphenidate. Rapid reversal of akinesia in these two subjects given methylphenidate was invariably preceded and accompanied by a striking upward mood swing, as if the sudden restoration of mechanisms implicated in movement initiation were strictly conditioned by a euphoric change of the affective state. Wise suggested that the hedonic dopamine synapse stimulated by central sympathomimetics may play a critical role in motivational processes. Iversen and Fray have reported that experimental damage to the ventral tegmental area was found to impair organised motivational behaviour in the rat. Limbic and frontal structures that receive dopaminergic input from the VTA have many important connections with and within the ventromedial striatum. On the whole, the latter is believed to function as an interface between the motivational and the more strictly motor aspects of movement, since, for instance, it is activated by "stimuli associated with reward or punishment" in primates. One of its main components is the nucleus accumbens, which has been implicated in movement initiation and receives a direct dopaminergic projection from the ventral tegmental area. At the same time, the site of the nucleus accumbens is exactly where the stimulant-sensitive dopamine synapse has been located. Caution must be used in transferring these animal data to the human striatum. Besides, our suggestion that accumbens dopamine levels may be relevant to the motivation/movement link in Parkinson's disease is somehow in parallel with the findings of Gotham et al. These authors proposed that some specific cognitive deficits in Parkinson's disease may be related to selective caudate dopamine dysfunction. Hence, the concept arises that different Parkinsonian symptoms may be explained in terms of different degrees of dopamine loss or dysfunction in different terminal regions. At least, our unexpected finding suggests that, in future studies of kinesia paradoxica pathophysiology, more attention should be paid to the n. accumbens, as a fascinating putative site of interaction between emotion and motion.
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Appendix

Items of the self-rating scale which was used to measure methylphenidate responses over a 0–5 point range.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activation</th>
<th>Euphoria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>feel active</td>
<td>feel close to people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feel alert</td>
<td>feel confident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feel excited</td>
<td>feel euphoric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feel talkative</td>
<td>feel good overall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have racing thoughts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have sexual thoughts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Depressed affect</th>
<th>Dysphoria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>feel depressed</td>
<td>feel anxious</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have difficulty concentrating</td>
<td>feel angry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have difficulty remembering</td>
<td>feel irritable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feel guilty</td>
<td>feel less in touch with people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feel sad and pessimistic</td>
<td>feel restless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feel tearful</td>
<td>feel strange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have unusual thoughts</td>
<td>have unusual thoughts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Somatic symptoms</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>have blurred vision</td>
<td>feel cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feel dizzy</td>
<td>have dry mouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>have a headache</td>
<td>feel hungry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feel nauseated</td>
<td>feel less in touch with people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>am perspiring</td>
<td>feel restless</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>am thirsty</td>
<td>feel strange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>feel sleepy</td>
<td>feel unusual thoughts</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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